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ABSTRACT
The study of social dilemmas is the study of the tension between individual
and collective rationality. In a social dilemma, individually reasonable behavior leads to a situation in which everyone is worse off. The first part of
this review is a discussion of categories of social dilemmas and how they are
modeled. The key two-person social dilemmas (Prisoner’s Dilemma, Assurance, Chicken) and multiple-person social dilemmas (public goods dilemmas and commons dilemmas) are examined. The second part is an extended
treatment of possible solutions for social dilemmas. These solutions are organized into three broad categories based on whether the solutions assume
egoistic actors and whether the structure of the situation can be changed: Motivational solutions assume actors are not completely egoistic and so give
some weight to the outcomes of their partners. Strategic solutions assume
egoistic actors, and neither of these categories of solutions involve changing
the fundamental structure of the situation. Solutions that do involve changing the rules of the game are considered in the section on structural solutions.
I conclude the review with a discussion of current research and directions for
future work.

THE QUESTION OF COOPERATION
Social dilemmas are situations in which individual rationality leads to collective irrationality. That is, individually reasonable behavior leads to a situation
in which everyone is worse off than they might have been otherwise. Many of
the most challenging problems we face, from the interpersonal to the international, are at their core social dilemmas.
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As individuals we are each better off when we make use of a public resource, such as public television, without making any contribution, but if everyone acted on this conclusion, the public resource would not be provided and we
would all be hurt. Each farmer does best by taking as much irrigation water as
possible, and each fisher benefits from catching as many fish as possible, but
the aggregate outcome of these individually reasonable decisions can be disaster—groundwater exhausted and fish species depleted to the point of extinction.
This review of the literature on social dilemmas is divided into two major
sections. The first is a discussion of categories of social dilemmas and how
they are modeled. The second is an extended treatment of possible solutions
for social dilemmas. I conclude with a discussion of current research and directions for future work.
Any review of this length is necessarily selective. I have focused mainly but
not exclusively on research since 1980 and on behavioral studies that use either experimental methods or field research. Even with these filters, the work I
discuss is still a small sample; my goal is to provide a structure for understanding this area of research and a set of pointers to useful resources. For further information I would suggest other reviews by Komorita & Parks (1995, 1996),
Ledyard (1995), Yamagishi (1995), van Lange et al (1992), Messick & Brewer
(1983), Stroebe & Frey (1982), Orbell & Dawes (1981), Dawes (1980), Edney
& Harper (1978a). A number of edited volumes are useful general resources, in
particular the volumes that have come out of the biannual International Conference on Social Dilemmas: Liebrand & Messick (1996), Schulz et al (1994),
Liebrand et al (1992), Wilke et al (1986). Other useful edited volumes include
Schroeder (1995) and Hinde & Groebel (1991). An important set of field studies on social dilemmas can be found in Ostrom et al (1994), Bromley et al
(1992), Ostrom (1990), McCay & Acheson (1987), Hardin & Baden (1977).
There is even a popular press account of these issues in Poundstone (1992). Finally, a variety of resources are now available on the World Wide Web. I have
collected a number of these sources at a Web page devoted to this review:
www.sscnet.ucla.edu/soc/faculty/kollock/dilemmas (1998b).

MODELING SOCIAL DILEMMAS
All social dilemmas are marked by at least one deficient equilibrium. It is deficient in that there is at least one other outcome in which everyone is better off.
It is an equilibrium in that no one has an incentive to change their behavior.
Thus, at their worst, social dilemmas exemplify the true meaning of tragedy:
“The essence of dramatic tragedy,” wrote Whitehead, “is not unhappiness. It
resides in the solemnity of the remorseless working of things” (quoted in
Stroebe & Frey 1982). A group of people facing a social dilemma may com-
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pletely understand the situation, may appreciate how each of their actions contribute to a disastrous outcome, and still be unable to do anything about it.
The most severe social dilemmas are also characterized by a dominating
strategy that leads to a deficient equilibrium. A dominating strategy is a strategy that yields the best outcome for an individual regardless of what anyone
else does. The compelling, and perverse, feature of these dilemmas is that there
is no ambiguity about what one should do to benefit oneself, yet all are hurt if
all follow this “rational” decision. However, not all social dilemmas involve
dominating strategies, as we see below.

Necessary, Dangerous Metaphors
The literature in social dilemmas has revolved around three metaphorical stories that have assumed mythic proportions. These stories—the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the problem of providing Public Goods, and the Tragedy of the Commons—have served as catalysts facilitating and structuring research. They
have also served as blinders. The hegemony of these models has at times led
researchers—or worse, policy makers—to believe mistakenly that these metaphors capture the whole range of social dilemmas or accurately model all empirical social dilemmas.
I deal with each of these models and their limitations below as well as with
other models of social dilemmas that have traditionally received less attention.
In categorizing social dilemmas, I make the first cut in distinguishing dilemmas that involve only two actors (known as dyadic or two-person dilemmas)
from social dilemmas involving multiple actors (known as N-person dilemmas, where N is some number greater than two).

Two-Person Dilemmas
In 1950 Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher—scientists at RAND Corporation
in Santa Monica, California—carried out an informal experiment using a new
game they had developed. The game was the simplest possible example of a
social dilemma in that it involved only two people, each of whom faced a single choice between two options (termed cooperation and defection). Albert
Tucker, a mathematician who was a colleague of theirs, created a story to go
along with the game that involved two prisoners, which subsequently became
known as the Prisoner’s Dilemma—the game that launched a thousand studies
(actually, several thousand).
The original story involves two prisoners who are separately given the
choice between testifying against the other or keeping silent (see e.g. Luce &
Raifa 1957). In my classroom I offer a simple example of the game: Two students are asked to take $1 out of their wallets. Each, in secret, decides whether
to place the money in an envelope (cooperate) or to keep the money in one’s
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pocket (defect). Each envelope is then given to the other person, and I double
whatever money has been given. The possible outcomes (in dollars) are seen in
Figure 1a. The game is marked by the fact that whatever choice one’s partner
makes, one is better off defecting (i.e. defecting is a dominating strategy): If
Player II cooperates, Player I’s defection brings a payoff of $3 for Player I, and
$0 for Player II. If Player II defects, Player I is still better off defecting, which
yields a payoff of $1 for both. Since the payoff structure is identical for both
actors, they converge on mutual defection even though both would be better
off if they had cooperated, a move that gives both actors a payoff of $2. In other
words, it is a deficient equilibrium. This dilemma is at the heart of unsecured
transactions. For example, when I buy something through the mail, I may be
tempted to not send a check and the other person may be tempted to not send
the goods, but if we both defect, we are each worse off than if we had consummated the exchange.
What defines the Prisoner’s Dilemma is the relative value of the four outcomes. The best possible outcome is defecting while one’s partner cooperates
(designated DC). The next best outcome is mutual cooperation (CC) followed
by mutual defection (DD), with the worst outcome being the case in which one
cooperates while one’s partner defects (CD). Thus, in a Prisoner’s Dilemma,
DC > CC > DD > CD.1
Two other important games can be created by switching the relative value
of the outcomes. If mutual cooperation leads to a better outcome than unilateral defection (CC > DC > DD > CD), the situation is known as an Assurance
Game; an example of this game is shown in Figure 1b. The name comes from
the fact that a person would be willing to cooperate as long as that person were
assured that the partner would cooperate as well. A common misunderstanding
is that an Assurance Game presents no dilemma and leads inevitably to mutual
cooperation. In fact, cooperation is not a dominating strategy, and if the person
believes the partner will defect, the best the person can do is to defect as well.
In other words, the Assurance Game has two equilibria: mutual cooperation,
which is an optimal equilibrium, and mutual defection, which is a deficient
equilibrium.2 I may be happy to work with you on preparing a joint report, and
a report to which we have both contributed may be the best possible outcome
for me, but if I cannot prepare the report myself and I do not believe you will
cooperate, I am best off defecting as well. The key issue in the Assurance
1 1There is a second inequality that is also often included as part of the definition: CC > (CD +
DC)/2. This inequality states that mutual cooperation is more profitable that alternating
exploitation of self with exploitation of other.
2 2Technically, the equilibria I discuss in this section are known as Nash equilibria. A Nash
equilibrium is “any pair of strategies with the property that each player maximizes his or her payoff
given what the other player does” (Ostrom et al 1994, p. 54).
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Figure 1 Three two-person games in their ordinal form: I and II designate Players I and II; C
and D designate cooperation and defection. Player I’s outcomes are shown in bold. Nash equilibria are designated with asterisks.

Game is whether we can trust each other. This game has received much less attention than the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game, although I argue below that it is a
more accurate model than the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game of many social dilemma situations.
The third game discussed here is created by switching a different pair of
outcomes in the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game. If mutual defection yields a worse
outcome than unilateral cooperation (DC > CC > CD > DD), we create the
game of Chicken, which can be seen in Figure 1c. It is named after a game of
dare that was made famous in the 1955 film Rebel Without a Cause. Two
youths drive their cars toward each other (or in the case of the film, toward a
cliff). The first youth to turn away is “chicken” and loses face, while the other
youth basks in the glory of his courage. However, if neither youth turns away,
they both end by dying—the worst outcome. If both turn away, the sting of being chicken is not as great since both drivers lost their nerve. There are two
equilibria in the Chicken Game—unilateral defection and unilateral cooperation. If driving toward each other, you are sure the other person will lose their
nerve and swerve, you are best off driving straight ahead, but if you believe the
other person will not swerve, you are better off swerving and losing face rather
than your life. In this sense, you have an advantage in this game if you can convince the other person that you are crazy, irrational, suicidal, or otherwise incapable or unwilling to change course. In such a setting the other driver will
swerve and you will obtain the best possible outcome.
An alternate interpretation of the Chicken Game is a situation in which each
person individually has the ability to produce an outcome that will benefit both
parties, although providing the benefit involves some cost. Whereas mutual
cooperation is the unambiguous goal for the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game and the
Assurance Game, that is not necessarily the case for the Chicken Game. If one
person can provide a joint benefit, then it may make no sense for the second
person to duplicate the effort. The problem comes when each person attempts
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to “stare the other down,” each refusing to budge and hoping the other will give
in and cooperate. The key problem then is avoiding a stalemate that results in
the worst possible outcome.3
Note that unlike the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game, neither the Assurance
Game nor the Chicken Game has a dominating strategy. In the latter two games
the partner’s choice is crucial in determining one's best outcome—one wants
to match the partner’s choice in the Assurance Game and to make the opposite
choice in the Chicken Game.

Multiple-Person Dilemmas
The first cut in categorizing social dilemmas was distinguishing between twoperson and N-person dilemmas. Within N-person dilemmas we make the next
cut, distinguishing between two broad types of multiple-person dilemmas in
terms of how the costs and benefits are arranged for each individual (Cross &
Guyer 1980). In the first type, known as a social fence, the individual is faced
with an immediate cost that generates a benefit that is shared by all. The individual has an incentive to avoid the cost, but if all do so each is worse off than if
they had managed to “scale the fence.” In the second type, termed a social trap,
the individual is tempted with an immediate benefit that produces a cost shared
by all. If all succumb to the temptation, the outcome is a collective disaster.4
Within each of these broad categories lies a richly developed metaphor that has
driven research in the area: (a) the provision of public goods (a social fence)
and (b) the tragedy of the commons (a social trap).5 The potentially noxious
outcomes of both types of social dilemmas stem from what economists refer to
as externalities, which are present “whenever the behavior of a person affects
the situation of other persons without the explicit agreement of that person or
persons” (Buchanan 1971, p. 7). Broadly speaking, externalities are uncompensated interdependencies (Cornes & Sandler 1996).
A public good is a resource from which all may
benefit, regardless of whether they have helped provide the good—I can enjoy
public television whether or not I contribute any money, and I can enjoy the
parks in my city even if I do not pay municipal taxes. This is to say that public

PUBLIC GOODS DILEMMAS

3 3Poundstone (1992, p. 203) reports an anecdote by Anatol Rapoport that “the Fuegian language
of the natives of Tierra del Fuego contains the word mamihlapinatapai, meaning, ‘looking at each
other hoping that either will offer to do something that both parties desire but are unwilling to do.’”
4 4Note that this general formulation of social dilemmas rests on learning models rather than on
any assumption of more complex strategic decision-making, as is common in the economic models
to be discussed.
5 5Other important dimensions along which social dilemmas can be categorized include the
temporal lag between the original action and the eventual disaster (e.g. Messick & Brewer 1983)
and whether the actors in a social dilemma each face an identical incentive structure or not (e.g.
Marwell & Oliver 1993).
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goods are non-excludable and as a result there is the temptation to enjoy the
good without contributing to its creation or maintenance. Those who do so are
termed free-riders, and while it is individually rational to free-ride, if all do so
the public good is not provided and all are worse off. This decision is based on
greed, i.e., the simple desire to obtain the best possible outcome for oneself.
There is also a second reason that can lead to defection—a person may be willing to cooperate but fear that not enough others will do so to actually provide a
public good. Rather than greed, the concern here is the fear of being a sucker,
i.e., throwing away one’s efforts on a lost cause.
Public goods are also distinguished by the fact that they are nonrival
(Cornes & Sandler 1996) in that one person’s use of the good does not diminish its availability to another person—my enjoyment of public television does
not make less of it available to anyone else. A pure public good is completely
nonexcludable and nonrival, but many public goods exhibit these two qualities
only to a varying degree. The basic problem was described at least as early as
1739 by Hume, articulated by Samuelson in 1954, and made famous by Olson
in 1965 with the publication of The Logic of Collective Action.
A key characteristic of public goods dilemmas is the relationship between
the level of resources contributed toward the production of a public good and
the level of the public good that is provided. This relationship is known as the
production function (Marwell & Oliver 1993, Heckathorn 1996). Production
functions can take on any number of forms, but the four basic production functions shown in Figure 2 can be used to model many of the most important dynamics in public goods dilemmas.6
With a decelerating production function (Figure 2a), initial contributions
have the greatest effect, with additional contributions generating increasingly
diminishing returns. With a linear production function (Figure 2b), each unit
of resource contributed produces the same return. An accelerating production
function (Figure 2c) produces few returns for the initial contributions but
brings increasing returns as the contributions increase. Finally, discontinuities
in the production function, such as the step-level function in Figure 2d, create
thresholds (also known as provision points). In these cases little or no amount
of the public good is produced until a certain level is reached, at which point a
small increase in the level of contributions returns a large and discontinuous
amount of the public good. In the analysis of public goods, one of the most important distinctions is whether there are threshold points in the production
function (Ledyard 1995).
A common misunderstanding is the assumption that all N-person dilemmas
have the structure of an N-person Prisoner’s Dilemma Game. That is, that there
6 6Some production functions are combinations of these basic forms. A third-order S-shaped
curve, for example, is composed of accelerating, linear, and decelerating components.
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Figure 2
Function

Four production functions (a) Decelerating, (b) Linear, (c) Accelerating, (d) Step

is a dominating strategy that leads to a deficient equilibrium in which no one
cooperates.7 In fact, various production functions can yield N-person versions
of the Assurance Game and Chicken Game as well as the Prisoner’s Dilemma
Game.8 Note that if a situation has the structure of an Assurance Game, there is
no temptation to free-ride—the only concern is whether one will be a “sucker.”
In a Chicken Game, however, the incentive to free-ride can be even more severe than in the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game (Yamagishi 1995).
The second mythic story commonly used in describing N-person dilemmas is the tragedy of the commons. Early statements of the
basic problem can be found in Aristotle (Politics, Book II, Chapter 3).9 The dilemma in its modern form was carefully described by Lloyd in 1832 and made
famous by Hardin in 1968 when he published his article in Science on the
topic. Hardin described a group of herders having open access to a common
parcel of land on which they could let their cows graze. It is in each herder’s interest to put as many cows as possible onto the land, even if the commons is
damaged as a result. The herder receives all the benefits from the additional
cows, and the damage to the commons is shared by the entire group. Yet if all
herders make this individually reasonable decision, the commons is destroyed
and all will suffer. When timber is harvested faster than it can grow or when
fish are caught in greater numbers than their reproductive capacity, we face
tragedies of the commons. Here again the problem is the non-excludability of a
joint resource, but unlike public goods, a key feature of commons dilemmas is
COMMONS DILEMMAS

7 7This belief has led to some misguided critiques of the game theoretic models underlying work
on social dilemmas. For a rejoinder to these flawed criticisms as well as an honest discussion of the
limits of game theoretic models, see Lohmann (1995).
8 8Heckathorn (1996) has written a very useful general analysis of different types of games and
how they are the result of various production functions in combination with the relative value of the
public good (note that this analysis concerns dyadic games). See also Schelling (1978) for an
influential discussion and method of modeling different social dilemmas.
9 9And later in traditional rhymes: “They hang the man and flog the woman, That steal the goose
from off the common, But let the greater villain loose, That steals the common from the goose”
(quoted in Fairlie et al 1994).
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the subtractability of the benefits (the opposite of being nonrival): The tree I
cut, the fish I catch, and the water I use are not available for others.
For commons dilemmas, the issue is not the production function but the carrying capacity of the commons, which is a function of its replenishment rate.
Different resource pools will be renewed at different rates—the reproduction
rate of a species of fish, the yearly rainfall that adds to groundwater reserves,
the rate at which pollutants dissipate in the air; this will determine the rate at
which the subtractable joint resource can be appropriated without exhausting
the commons.
In sum, public goods dilemmas concern the production of, and commons dilemmas involve the use of, a joint good from which it is difficult to exclude
others. There are many reasons why excluding others might be costly (Ostrom
et al 1994): the physical nature of the resource (it is difficult to fence in ocean
fish or exclude tax scofflaws from the benefits of secure national borders); the
available technology (enclosing huge range lands used to be prohibitively expensive—until the introduction of barbed wire); or existing laws and traditional norms (which might prohibit anyone being excluded from a commons or
public good). These two basic forms of N-person dilemmas are further distinguished by the fact that public goods are significantly nonrival, whereas commons dilemmas involve a subtractable resource.10
The move from two-person to N-person dilemmas involves a number of
profound shifts that affect the dynamics of the game. Dawes (1980) described
three important ways in which the two-person Prisoner’s Dilemma Game differed from the N-person version: First, in an N-person dilemma, one’s actions
are not necessarily revealed to others—anonymity becomes possible and an individual can free-ride without others noticing her or his actions. In the twoperson case, each player “knows with certainty how the other has behaved”
(Dawes 1980, p. 51). Second, the cost one imposes on others from defecting is
focused completely on one’s partner in the case of a two-person dilemma,
whereas it is diffused throughout the group in an N-person dilemma. Finally, in
a two-person dilemma, each person has significant control over one’s partner’s
outcomes and so can shape the partner’s behavior in important ways. In contrast, in an N-person dilemma, one may have little or no direct control over the
outcomes others receive.
This list of distinguishing features is a useful starting point, but as we think
about the whole range of social dilemmas, it is important to keep in mind two
significant qualifications. First, anonymity, the diffusion of the harm of defection, and the inability to significantly impact others’ outcomes are possible
10 10A nonrival good from which it is easy to exclude people is known as a club good (see Cornes
& Sandler 1996 for an extended discussion of club goods). Goods that exhibit both subtractability
and excludability are termed private goods.
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though not inevitable features of N-person dilemmas. Kollock & Smith (1996),
for example, discuss large-scale dilemmas that do not exhibit all of these features. Second, some of the features identified as characteristic of N-person dilemmas can be found in two-person dilemmas. For example, in the Prisoner’s
Dilemma Game as it is traditionally played in the experimental lab, each player
knows with certainty how the partner has acted, but this is not the case for
many of the two-person dilemmas in our empirical lives. I may promise my
partner that I will run an errand for her while I am out, decide to take care only
of my needs, and then claim upon returning that heavy traffic prevented me
from fulfilling her request.

SOLVING SOCIAL DILEMMAS
In this section possible solutions to social dilemmas are considered. These solutions are divided into three broad categories based on whether the solutions
assume egoistic actors and whether the structure of the situation (“the rules of
the game”) can be changed. Motivational solutions assume actors are not completely egoistic and so give some weight to the outcomes of their partners.
Strategic solutions assume egoistic actors, and neither of these categories of
solutions involves changing the fundamental structure of the situation. Solutions that do involve changing the rules of the game are considered in the third
section on structural solutions. I have grouped together both structural solutions that assume egoistic actors and structural solutions that assume some
weight is given to what others receive.

Motivational Solutions
Do individuals take their partners’ outcomes into account when making a decision? Many of the models in the literature on social dilemmas assume actors
who are focused only on their own outcomes, but it seems clear that many of us
do give some weight to what our partner receives. As Dawes (1980, p. 176)
commented, “Few of us would accept $500 with nothing for our friend in lieu
of $495 for each of us.”
SOCIAL VALUE ORIENTATIONS Research on social value orientations (e.g.
Kuhlman & Marshello 1975, McClintock & Liebrand 1988) has sought to determine if there are stable individual differences in “preferences for particular
distributions of outcomes to oneself and others” (van Lange et al 1992, p. 17).
Many different social value orientations are theoretically possible, but most
work has concentrated on various linear combinations of individuals’ concern
for the outcomes for themselves and their partners. One possibility is that an
individual might behave so as to maximize joint outcomes (this is described as
a cooperative orientation in this literature). An individual might also desire to
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maximize the relative difference between self and partner (a competitive orientation). Other orientations include maximizing the partner’s outcome without regard for own outcome (altruism) or maximizing own outcome without
any concern for the partner’s outcome (individualism).11 Research in numerous countries has found that most individuals can be classified as either cooperators, competitors, or individualists.
This work has shown that individuals with different social value orientations behave differently when faced with the same objective game (McClintock & Liebrand 1988, Liebrand et al 1986, Kramer et al 1986, Liebrand 1984).
The researchers in this area have also shown that these orientations are relatively stable over time (Kuhlman et al 1986).12 These studies make use of
work by Kelley & Thibaut (1978) and Kelley (1979) on matrix transformations. Kelly & Thibaut argue that individuals often subjectively transform a
given game and play it as if it were another game. There is, after all, no guarantee that subjects play an experimental game as intended by the researcher—for
any of a variety of different reasons people might value particular outcomes
more or less than the immediate objective payoff they receive.
Work on social value orientations has concentrated on assessing transformations that are the results of personality traits. Understanding that some individuals routinely give different weights to their own and partner’s outcomes is
an important piece of information in explaining the observed rates of cooperation in social dilemma situations. However, this knowledge is not very useful
as a solution to dilemmas—this research does not tell us how to increase the
level of cooperation.
One possibility would be to study how social value orientations are formed.
A group of researchers (McClintock & Keil 1983, Toda et al 1978, McClintock
1974) have studied the development of cooperative and competitive orientations in children in several countries. Among other results, they have found
that competition seems to be learned significantly earlier than cooperation and
that overall levels of competitiveness can vary from country to country. But
until the actual mechanisms are identified by which social orientations are
learned, these insights still do not provide the basis for intervention in a social
dilemma. Along these lines, a few studies (Frank et al 1993, Marwell & Ames
1981) have examined the effects of education later in life, examining whether
11 11Other more exotic orientations are also possible, such as martyrdom and sadism. Note that not
all orientations can be modeled within this framework—another important social value orientation
is minimizing the difference between own and partner’s outcomes; this is related to issues such as
equality and justice.
12 12Research has also found that stable individual differences exist in how trusting a person is and
that this affects cooperation levels in social dilemma situations (e.g. Yamagishi 1986). Another
individual difference that is noteworthy is the finding that people who cooperate are more likely to
expect others to cooperate as well (Orbell & Dawes 1993).
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students in different majors are more or less likely to cooperate. The amusing
outcome is that some evidence suggests that people who study economics are
more likely to free-ride. However, there are questions (mostly by economists)
about how this result should be interpreted and how robust the finding is.
COMMUNICATION Another approach is to ask what features in the situation or
environment (rather than in an individual’s personality) affect the weight individuals give others’ outcomes. One of the most robust findings in the literature
is the positive effects of communication on rates of cooperation. Across a wide
variety of studies, when individuals are given the chance to talk with each
other, cooperation increases significantly (e.g. Orbell et al 1990, Orbell et al
1988, Liebrand 1984, Edney & Harper 1978b, Dawes et al 1977, Jerdee & Rosen 1974). While the effect is readily observed, explaining it has been more of
a challenge. Messick & Brewer (1983) suggested four reasons (which touch on
both motivational and strategic factors) why communication might increase
cooperation. First, individuals may be able to gather information about the
choices others are likely to make. This information, however, can have ambiguous effects. If I believe that most other people will cooperate in an Nperson dilemma, does that give me a reason to cooperate or a greater temptation to defect? In part the decision will depend on the structure of the dilemma
(in an Assurance Game, I will be happy to cooperate if others do) and on one's
social value orientation. Second, communication gives group members the
chance to make explicit commitments and promises about what they will do.
However, research has been inconclusive about whether such commitments
have an effect on cooperation rates (Orbell et al 1990, Dawes et al 1977).
Third, communication offers an opportunity for moral suasion, i.e., appeals to
what is the “right” or “proper” thing to do. The effects of moralizing have been
the subject of very little research, although there are at least some indications
that it can have a salutary effect on cooperation (Orbell & Dawes 1981). Finally, communication may create or reinforce a sense of group identity. This
last point seems especially important, and the opinion of one of the key researchers in this area (Dawes 1991) is that the key effects of communication
come from eliciting group identity.
GROUP IDENTITY The impact of group identity is manifold and profound,
having effects across all three categories of solutions: motivational, strategic,
and structural. Indeed, group identity can have such a powerful effect that it
can influence rates of cooperation even in the absence of communication. Kramer & Brewer (1984, 1986; Brewer & Kramer 1986) have demonstrated that
subjects are more willing to exhibit personal restraint in a commons dilemma
simply as a result of being identified as members of a common group. Intergroup competition can have even more striking effects. In a study involving
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naturally occurring groups, Kollock (1998a,b) uncovered evidence of consistent transformations of a social dilemma situation, such that a Prisoner’s Dilemma was treated as an Assurance Game when the partner was an in-group
member and as a Prisoner’s Dilemma Game when the partner was an outgroup member. Experimental work by Bornstein and Rapoport (Bornstein et al
1990; Rapoport et al 1989; Rapoport & Bornstein 1987, 1989; Bornstein & Rapoport 1982) and the classic field experiments of Sherif et al (1961) have
shown the powerful effect of intergroup competition in promoting cooperation
within groups. However, this solution can be double-edged. Encouraging or
creating group competition can serve the needs of group members (and leaders
and politicians), but the social costs of the conflicts that result between groups
can be severe.
Why are individuals more willing to cooperate if they feel part of a group?
One possibility is that a collective social identity increases the altruism of the
members. This is certainly a possibility, but something more strategic may be
happening as well. Indeed, it can be difficult to distinguish apparent altruism
from subtle long-term strategic considerations. This issue is taken up in the
next section.13

Strategic Solutions
Strategic solutions assume egoistic actors and no changes to the structure of
the game. These approaches rely on the ability of actors to shape the outcomes
and hence behavior of other actors. For this reason, many of these strategic solutions are limited to repeated two-person dilemmas.
RECIPROCITY Far and away the most influential study on strategic solutions
to social dilemmas is Axelrod’s The Evolution of Cooperation (1984), in
which he reports the results of a series of computer tournaments investigating
the two-person Prisoner’s Dilemma Game. While research on the Prisoner’s
Dilemma Game had gone on for many years prior to Axelrod’s book, it was
distinguished by its intriguing method, a provocative set of conclusions and
recommendations, and arresting examples taken from such diverse areas as biology and the history of trench warfare. The study centered on two tournaments in which prominent game theorists (and in the second tournament, computer hobbyists) were invited to submit strategies for playing the Prisoner’s
Dilemma in a round-robin contest.
Axelrod identified three requirements in this environment for there to be
even the possibility of the emergence of cooperation. First, it was essential that
13 13Note also that Kuhlman et al (1986) have argued that social value orientations themselves
might be explained as different strategic responses to the problem of how to maximize one’s own
outcomes.
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individuals be involved in an ongoing relationship. If individuals met only
once, or equivalently, if this was the last time they would meet, the dominating
strategy to defect in the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game would make the pursuit of
cooperation hopeless.14 If the partners would meet again in the future, cooperation at least has a chance. The second condition is that individuals must be
able to identify each other. The third condition is that individuals must have information about how the other person has behaved in the past. If identity is unknown or unstable and if there is no recollection or record of past interactions,
individuals will be motivated to behave selfishly because they will not be accountable for their actions.
It was surprising to many at the time that the winner of Axelrod’s two tournaments was the simplest strategy that had been submitted. This strategy,
named Tit-for-Tat, cooperates on the first interaction and thereafter simply
does whatever its partner did on the previous round. It has proven to be an effective strategy in many different environments, and it has the effect, in essence, of transforming a repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game into a repeated
Assurance Game (Yamagishi 1995; cf. Rapoport 1967). Playing against an individual using Tit-for-Tat means that the only long-term possibilities are mutual cooperation and mutual defection—there is no hope of exploiting this
strategy in any kind of sustained way. In this sense it can provide a route to sustained mutual cooperation in a two-person Prisoner’s Dilemma Game.
After studying the most successful strategies in the tournaments, Axelrod
(1984, p. 110) distilled four pieces of advice that he would offer an individual
playing an iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game: (a) Don’t be envious; (b) don’t
be the first to defect; (c) reciprocate both cooperation and defection; and (d)
don’t be too clever. The key point in his fourth piece of advice was that it was
important for one’s partner to clearly understand what strategy one was using.
His first piece of advice is essentially an admonition against playing the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game as if it were a zero-sum game, that is, a game in which
one's interests were completely opposed to one’s partner’s (e.g. chess, competitive sports, mortal combat). In a zero-sum game, using one’s partner as a
standard of comparison is useful, as anything that works against one’s partner
necessarily helps oneself. However, trying to beat one’s partner or being envious of their success15 can lead to trouble in a mixed-motive situation such as
the Prisoner’s Dilemma. Trying to beat your partner can be self-defeating if it
results in mutual defection.
14 14Axelrod’s analysis is based on the logic of game theory. Empirically, one does sometimes
observe cooperation in a one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma Game (e.g. Orbell & Dawes 1993, Hayashi
et al 1997).
15 15This can be thought of as negatively weighting one’s partner’s outcomes, as is the case with
the competitive social orientation discussed above.
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A very important lesson from the tournaments was that Tit-for-Tat won not
by beating its partners (indeed, it can only tie or do slightly worse than its partners), but by doing well on average, encouraging mutual cooperation with
many of its partners. This seems to be one of the hardest lessons for individuals
to learn, perhaps because of the dominance of the competitive game as a model
in many cultures—if the only metaphor you have is the zero-sum game, you
tend to treat everything as if it were a war. The book spawned a cottage industry of hundreds of studies that supported, extended, or critiqued the original
work. Two very useful reviews of research that make use of Axelrod's studies
are Axelrod & Dion (1988) and Axelrod & D’Ambrosio (1994).
The success of Tit-for-Tat led some commentators to suggest that this strategy be used as the basis of everything from childhood education to international relations. Here again we see the dangers of taking a useful metaphor too
literally, assuming it accurately modeled any situation that even vaguely resembled a Prisoner’s Dilemma. As Axelrod himself appreciated, the results of
his tournaments depended on both the particular sample of strategies that were
submitted and the assumptions underlying his study. One of the most important scope conditions of Axelrod’s simulations was the assumption of perfect
information. In a world in which mistakes, misperceptions, and accidents can
occur, Tit-for-Tat can turn out to be an unsuccessful strategy because it retaliates immediately (Kollock 1993). Strategies that are more generous or forgiving than Tit-for-Tat can have important advantages in such settings because
they avoid the danger of cycles of recrimination that can occur with Tit-forTat.
CHOICE OF PARTNERS Another key assumption of Axelrod’s model was the
network structure of the interacting strategies. In a sense it represented a very
unusual social structure in which each actor was forced to interact each round
and to interact with every other possible partner (as this was a round-robin
tournament). Not playing the game or choosing only some partners with whom
to interact were not options. One of the most important recent developments
has been studies that permit players to exit a current relationship and/or choose
alternative partners. Computer simulations by Schuessler (1989), Vanberg &
Congleton (1992), and Hayashi and associates (Hayashi 1993, Yamagishi et al
1994) all found that a very successful strategy in these situations was to cooperate on the first interaction and continue cooperating until the first defection
from one’s partner, at which point the strategy exited the relationship. Hayashi
(1993) also discovered that a version of this strategy (called Out-for-Tat),
which incorporated some degree of forgiveness (i.e. a willingness to give a
partner who had defected before a second chance), was even more successful.
The conclusion of this work is that the strategy used in selecting one’s partner
can be more important than the strategy that is used in actually playing the
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Prisoner’s Dilemma Game. Experimental work by the same researchers
(Yamagishi et al 1994) suggests that subjects follow something like an Outfor-Tat strategy in which the response to defection is not defection, but desertion.
All of these studies involved two-person social dilemmas.
Strategic solutions for N-person dilemmas are much more of a challenge because one’s own actions may have little or no influence on what others do. One
possibility that has been explored is the adoption of a “grim trigger” strategy,
in which each individual agrees to cooperate only on the condition that all others in the group cooperate. In theory, if all adopt this strategy then each person's decision is decisive and free-riding is impossible. However, experimental work by Watabe (1992; Watabe & Yamagishi 1994) found subjects were
leery of adopting such a risky strategy, and field studies by Ostrom and her colleagues (Ostrom et al 1994) uncovered no instances of groups actually using a
trigger strategy in their community.
GRIM TRIGGERS

SOCIAL LEARNING A different approach to solving N-person dilemmas has
been investigated by Macy (e.g. 1993, 1991). His model of decision-making
does not assume that actors calculate marginal rates of return or work out
dominating strategies. Basing his work on the principles of social learning theory, he assumes reward-seeking, penalty-aversive actors and asks under what
conditions such cognitively modest actors might escape social dilemmas. In a
series of computer simulations, he isolates a number of factors that can promote cooperation, including the presence of thresholds and the tendency for
actors to imitate those around them.

Finally, we return to the issue of group identity and its
effects. Making group identity salient has been shown to increase cooperation.
While work in social identity theory (Tajfel 1981) argues that simply categorizing individuals into a common group is enough to increase their altruism toward the group, research by Karp et al (1993; see also Jin et al 1996) contests
this conclusion. The effects of group identity stem, they argue, not from an altruism born of categorization, but from a belief in the interdependencies of
group members and expectations of reciprocity among the members. In a series of studies they carefully removed any possibility or connotation of interdependency and found that simple categorization was not enough to create ingroup favoritism.
It is the belief in future reciprocal exchanges between members, they argue,
that moderates the temptation to defect and encourages cooperation. The expectation of in-group reciprocity seems to serve as a very deep heuristic that
shapes our strategic decisions (Jin & Yamagishi 1997, Brewer 1981). The ex-
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pectation of reciprocity appears to be so great that it sometimes manifests itself
even in situations in which reciprocity is not logically possible (Watabe et al
1996, Hayashi et al 1997, Karp et al 1993). Further, this heuristic means that
many Prisoner’s Dilemma situations will be transformed into Assurance
Games. Evidence for this transformation can be found in Watabe et al (1996)
and Hayashi et al (1997).

Structural Solutions
In this section I relax the assumption that the rules of the game cannot be
changed. Here I examine structural changes to social dilemmas that either
modify the dilemma or eliminate it entirely. An important issue discussed below is how these structural changes are provided.
One approach to structural solutions is to
create or reinforce those features of the environment that are prerequisites for
strategic solutions. Returning to Axelrod (1984), this approach suggests three
changes: (a) Make interaction more durable or frequent; (b) increase identifiability; and (c) increase information about individuals’ actions. If individuals
will not interact in the future, if identity is unknown or unstable, and if there is
no recollection or record of past interactions, individuals will be motivated to
behave selfishly because they will not be accountable for their actions. Knowing the identity and history of a person allows one to respond in an appropriate
manner. If information about individuals and their actions is shared among the
group, this also encourages the development of reputations, which can be a vital source of social information and control. These features will be important
not just for facilitating strategic solutions but also as prerequisites for some of
the other structural solutions discussed below, notably the use of monitoring
and sanctioning systems. Along these lines, several studies have found that
anonymity (the absence of identifiability) lowers rates of cooperation (Fox &
Guyer 1978, Jerdee & Rosen 1974, Kahan 1973).16
However, it is important to note that ongoing interaction may not always
have a salutary effect on social dilemmas. Axelrod was concerned with twoperson Prisoner’s Dilemmas, and in N-person Prisoner’s Dilemmas (with no
thresholds), there is a stronger temptation to move toward the equilibrium of
zero cooperation, as defection has a smaller effect and one may not be able to
impact others’ outcomes and so encourage cooperation. Ledyard (1995) discusses this general issue and points to a number of studies that have found significant declines in cooperation over time in N-person dilemmas with no
ITERATION AND IDENTIFIABILITY

16 16Note that anonymity in and of itself may not always have an effect (Kerr 1997). For example,
if individuals do not understand the situation or do not care about the sanctions others impose,
whether one is identifiable or not may not matter.
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thresholds (e.g. Andreoni 1988, Banks et al 1988, Isaac et al 1985, Isaac et al
1984, Kim & Walker 1984).
PAYOFF STRUCTURE As one would expect, numerous studies have demonstrated that the greater the personal return from cooperation and the lower the
return from defecting, the higher the levels of cooperation (Isaac & Walker
1988, Issac et al 1984, Komorita et al 1980, Bonacich et al 1976, Kelley &
Grzelak 1972). Perhaps more surprising is the finding that cooperation rates
increase significantly as the benefits to others from one’s cooperation increase
(Bonacich et al 1976, Kelley & Grzelak 1972, Komorita et al 1980). This argues that many people are positively weighting the outcomes of others.
The nature of the public good and how it is distributed can also have an effect. Alfano & Marwell (1980) found that cooperation levels were much
greater when group members were asked to contribute to a public good that
was nondivisible. That is, rather than each person getting an individual return,
the group would receive a lump sum that had to be spent on a group activity.
The very fact that the public good was indivisible may have helped reinforce a
sense of group identity and interdependence among the subjects.

Many researchers have argued that one of the key reasons people
do not cooperate in an N-person dilemma is the fact that a single person’s actions may have no discernable effect on the situation. No one will be fired and
no program will go off the air if I do not send in a $30 contribution to public
television, and even if I do conserve water in a drought, it will have no measurable impact on the overall situation.
If a dilemma is structured in such a way that individuals can have a noticeable effect on the outcome—that is, they can make an efficacious contribution—cooperation rates can be increased. One way in which this can occur is if
a public good has a step-level production function. If an individual believes the
group is close to the threshold, then adding one’s own contribution can be
enough to put the group “over the top” and provide the good. One study (van de
Kragt et al 1983) found that groups who were attempting to provide a public
good with a threshold designated a subgroup of contributors (via lottery or volunteering) who would be just enough to provide the good. In this situation each
person within the minimally contributing set knew that the provision of the
public good was critically dependent on each of their actions. Free-riding was
impossible, and each knew that their actions were necessary for the success of
the group.17

EFFICACY

17 17Other work has shown that increasing the level of the threshold can increase the amount of
cooperation, although this also decreases the probability that the threshold will be met (Isaac et al
1988, Suleiman & Rapoport 1992).
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Another experimental study by Bornstein et al (1990) demonstrates the
joint effects of a step-level production function and group identity. The key innovation in these studies (see also Rapoport et al 1989; Rapoport & Bornstein
1987, 1989; Bornstein & Rapoport 1982) is that two groups are set up in competition against each other, with a prize going to the group that demonstrates
the higher level of cooperation; the prize is then distributed equally to the winning group’s members. This changes the structure of what was originally a
Prisoner’s Dilemma into a step-level public goods problem in which defection
is no longer a dominating strategy. The creation of a step-level function (which
is to say, a threshold point) shifts the structure of the game into an N-person
version of the Chicken Game.
Work by Kerr (e.g. 1992) has also shown that cooperation in a public goods
dilemma is more likely the larger the impact of a person’s contribution. A similar strategy is used by public television and charities when they create “matching grants” in which someone agrees to double the contributions that others
make.
The perception of efficacy can be enough to affect cooperation. Kerr (1989)
and Rapoport et al (1989) found a significant relationship between perceived
efficacy and contributions to a public good. Survey and field research have
also found that most individuals involved in collective action believed that
their actions had a significant effect on the provision of the public good, even if
the size of the group was very large (Klandermans 1986, Mueller & Opp 1986,
Moe 1980).
The creation of efficacy, real or perceived, can be an art. Consider the difficulties of a charity trying to raise money to feed poor children. A potential contributor may fear that her or his contribution will be wasted or wonder what
good one person can do for an organization that raises millions of dollars. The
response of at least one charity has been to assign each contributor a specific
child. The contributor receives a photo and personal information about the
child they are sponsoring and even an occasional letter from the child or one of
the parents. The sense of personal responsibility it creates (“what happens if I
stop contributing?”) profoundly changes the decision of whether to cooperate.
Numerous studies have found that cooperation declines as group
size increases (e.g. Komorita & Lapworth 1982, Fox & Guyer 1977, Bonacich
et al 1976, Hamburger et al 1975). The possible reasons for this effect are
many. Returning to Dawes’s (1980) points about differences between twoperson and N-person games, increasing group size may spread the harm caused
by defection, make it harder to shape others’ behavior, and make it easier to defect anonymously. The costs of organizing can also increase as group size
grows (Olson 1965)—groups can find it harder to communicate and coordinate their actions. The efficacy and visibility of one's actions can also be diGROUP SIZE
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luted, and monitoring and sanctioning the behavior of others (see below) can
become more of a challenge. This general effect has led some commentators to
argue in favor of anarchistic social systems in which communities are organized as networks of small groups (Fox 1985).
However, none of these effects are inevitable as groups grow in size (Udehn
1993, Kollock & Smith 1996). Interestingly, some experimental work has
found that the decrease in cooperation as group size increases tapers off
quickly (Fox & Guyer 1977, Liebrand 1984), and other work has actually
shown an increase in cooperation with larger groups (Yamagishi & Cook
1993, Isaac et al 1990). Part of the problem in reaching any precise conclusion
about the effects of group size is that so many elements can vary as group size
increases. It is in the end impossible to control for all possible parameters in order to study a “pure” group size effect (Orbell & Dawes 1981, Ledyard 1995).
Researchers must decide which parameters are most important and carefully
control them. Another difficulty with researching this effect thoroughly is that
one must examine groups of varying sizes, including large groups, and running
experiments with large groups creates extraordinary logistical difficulties and
costs.
One explanation for why larger groups may be more likely to solve social
dilemmas comes from Marwell & Oliver (1993). They argue that if a public
good is highly nonrival, a large group is more likely to contain a critical mass
of individuals whose interests are served by providing the good. One feature of
a group that encourages the formation of a critical mass is the heterogeneity of
the group in terms of the diversity of group members’ interests and resources.
The importance of group heterogeneity in solving social dilemmas is also explored by Glance & Huberman (1994).
This set of structural solutions deals with a core characteristic
of social dilemmas—the nonexcludability of a joint good. Each of these solutions attempts to draw some kind of boundary around the collective good.
One of the first solutions proposed for commons dilemmas is the establishment of an external authority to regulate who had access to the commons or
how people were to withdraw resources from the commons. This is, in a broad
sense, Hobbes’ classic solution of Leviathan: People give up some part of their
personal freedom to an authority in return for some measure of social order.
This is also the solution Hardin proposed in his famous article (1968) when he
concluded that “freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.” Hardin fully acknowledged that the outcome might be grossly unfair to some people, but
given the global tragedy he felt was inevitable, he declared that “injustice is
preferable to total ruin” (1968). This echoed Lloyd’s (1832) grim conclusion
that “To a plank in the sea, which cannot support all, all have not an equal
right.” A direct example of this strategy can be seen in the establishment of fish
BOUNDARIES
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and game authorities that set strict limits on what can be caught and the length
of the season. A similar approach can be taken in public goods dilemmas,
where an external authority compels individuals to contribute money (as when
a government collects taxes to provide public services) or labor, such as in the
case of military conscription.
The willingness to hand over personal choice to a leader has been shown in
some experimental studies. Messick et al (1983) and Samuelson & Messick
(1986a) found that a group that was overusing a commons was willing to
change the structure of the situation by electing a leader who would manage
the harvesting of the commons for the group. Interestingly, subjects did not
usually vote for themselves, instead electing a person who counteracted the
group’s performance to that point in time: someone who harvested few resources from the commons if the group had overharvested, and someone who
harvested substantial resources if the group had underharvested to that point
(Messick et al 1983, Samuelson et al 1984). However, Samuelson & Messick
(1986b) and Rutte & Wilke (1985) found that subjects preferred not to create a
leader if other structural changes were possible.
Severe problems can arise in establishing such an authority, as Crowe
(1969) commented soon after the publication of Hardin’s article. According to
Crowe, Hardin assumes (a) that the global community can come to an agreement about what to value and how to rank those values, (b) that authorities will
have sufficient coercive force to compel people to obey, and (c) that authorities
can be trusted to remain free of corruption and to resist the influence of special
interest groups. Crowe vigorously questions each of these assumptions and argues that even if Hardin’s basic presumptions are correct, his solution is unworkable on a broad scale.
Another commonly suggested solution to the tragedy of the commons is to
privatize the commons, that is, to break the commons up into private parcels on
the assumption that individuals will take better care of their own property than
common property. Two experimental studies (Cass & Edney 1978, Messick &
McClelland 1983) indicate that individuals did better at managing their own
“private commons” than they did harvesting as a group. However, there are a
number of difficulties with this solution. First, not all goods can be privatized—it may be easy to divide up an actual meadow,18 but how does one divide up schools of fish in the ocean, clean air, or many public goods such as national defense? Second, even if it is possible to divide up the common good,
doing so raises grave questions about social justice: Who gets the newly privatized commons, and how are the parcels allocated? To the highest bidder? In
a lottery? Third, while it may be reasonable to expect people to take good care
18 18Assuming the meadow is homogenous; see Ostrom 1990, p. 13.
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of their own property, empirically there is no question that individuals routinely destroy their own property. Some have argued that there are “tragedies
of enclosure” (Bromely 1991) just as there are tragedies of the commons. Finally, private property rights require a great deal of institutional support so that
these rights can be enforced.
Some of the other assumptions in Hardin’s original analysis have also been
criticized. Notably, he assumes that commons are always open-access, that is,
that there are no restrictions as to who may use the commons. However, this
assumption is neither necessary nor historically accurate (Fairlie et al 1994,
McCay & Acheson 1987). In fact, commons are often surrounded by local
rules of access and enforcement mechanisms. One of the key findings of field
research done on how communities manage common property is that groups
often do find ways to regulate their own actions, and some of these arrangements have proven to be remarkably robust, lasting across several generations
(McCay & Acheson 1987, Ostrom 1990, 1992, Ostrom et al 1994).
Thus, Ostrom (1990) proposes a third route away from the tragedy of the
commons: the local regulation of access to and use of common property by
those who actually use and have local knowledge of the resource. Ostrom isolated a number of design characteristics that were shared by communities that
had a long history of successfully managing common resources. The first characteristic she discusses deals explicitly with the issue of excludability: Successful communities are marked by clearly defined boundaries—“Individuals
or households who have rights to withdraw resource units from the [commons]
must be clearly defined, as must the boundaries of the [commons] itself”
(1990, p. 91).19
This is not to say that local communities inevitably solve their social dilemmas—there is no shortage of true tragedies as well as victories—but it does
make the essential point that it is inappropriate to conclude that the only way
out of a commons dilemma is through the use of some form of Leviathan or
privatization. This has been the conclusion of a number of commentators who
took Hardin’s parable too literally. It is also the case that misguided intervention by an outside authority can take a bad situation and make it much worse
(McCay & Acheson 1987).
SANCTIONS As Dawes (1980) pointed out, one of the great challenges of Nperson dilemmas is that it is often not possible to directly affect others’ outcomes and so shape their behavior. If the cooperators could be rewarded for
their action and defectors punished, even large-scale dilemmas might be
solved.
19 19Other design features identified by Ostrom are discussed in subsequent sections. Many of
these characteristics are applicable to public goods dilemmas as well.
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Indeed, one of Olson’s (1965) key conclusions was the necessity of using
selective incentives in encouraging cooperation. A selective incentive is a private good given as an inducement to contributing toward a public good. Anyone can watch public television, but only subscribers receive program guides,
discount cards, and other rewards for subscribing. We may all have access to a
common pool of blood at the blood bank, but at the University of California at
Los Angeles, only those who do contribute blood receive a half day off with
pay, food and drink, and occasionally even the chance to win more substantial
prizes in a lottery. Field research on conservation behavior (Maki et al 1978,
Winett et al 1978) has shown that selective incentives in the form of monetary
rewards are effective in decreasing the consumption of water and electricity.
If carrots work, so do sticks. Experimental studies have shown that cooperation is more likely if individuals have the ability to punish defectors (Caldwell 1976, Komorita 1987). Such negative sanctions are the complement of the
positive sanctions used in selective incentive systems—the target in this case
is the defector rather than the cooperator.
However, implementing sanctioning systems raises two important problems. First, there are often significant costs to providing these systems. In order to reward or punish individuals, one must first be able to monitor their behavior (Hechter 1984). This may be trivially easy if we are working next to
each other building an irrigation system, or essentially impossible, as when individuals in a large city decide to leave the water running in the privacy of their
home. Even if one is able to keep track of individuals’ actions, there are still
costs in administering rewards or punishments. The rewards themselves can be
costly, and administering negative sanctions can require the support of large
and expensive institutions (e.g. a police force, an internal revenue service).
Thus, it will sometimes be the case that the costs to monitor and sanction individuals will be greater than the benefits that come in terms of higher cooperation.
While monitoring and sanctioning costs can be very great, some situations
exist in which the costs can be made very small through the right institutional
arrangements (Ostrom 1990). In general, these costs can also be quite modest
in small groups.20 Ostrom (1990) in particular documents the many ways faceto-face communities create local monitoring and sanctioning systems. The
presence of a monitoring and sanctioning system run by the community members themselves (as opposed to an external authority) was one of the design
features Ostrom found in each of the successful communities she studied. Another common element Ostrom identified was that cooperative communities
20 20While this is true in many cases, secret defection is possible in even the smallest group, and
there are some situations where monitoring is easily accomplished even in very large groups (e.g.
Kollock & Smith 1996).
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employed a graduated system of sanctions. While sanctions could be as severe
as banishment from the group, the initial sanction for breaking a rule was often
very low. Community members realized that even a well-intentioned person
might break the rules when facing an unusual situation or extreme hardship.
Severely punishing such a person might alienate him or her from the community, causing greater problems. Ostrom also found that even with a welldesigned internal monitoring and sanctioning system, some conflict was inevitable. Thus, it was important that community members had access to low-cost
conflict resolution mechanisms.
The second key problem in implementing sanctioning systems is that these
systems are themselves public goods because one can enjoy the benefits of a
sanctioning system without contributing to its provision or maintenance.
Whether the sanctions are provided by an external authority or locally, there is
the temptation to free ride. The police and judicial system continue to work
even if I avoid paying taxes, and if everyone else in my community takes on the
task of informally admonishing and criticizing defectors, I can avoid the costs
of such actions and still enjoy the benefits they bring. This raises the question
of when people will cooperate in providing this second-order public good (i.e.
a public good designed to be a solution to an underlying social dilemma).
The most extensive set of experimental studies on the provision and use of
sanctioning systems has been by Yamagishi (1992, 1988, 1986). While one
might expect that people’s decisions when faced with a second-order dilemma
mirror their actions when faced with a first-order dilemma, this turns out not to
be the case. Yamagishi found that trusting individuals (as measured via a scale
administered prior to the experiment) were likely to cooperate in a first orderdilemma, but when they were given the opportunity to contribute toward the
provision of a sanctioning system, relatively few did so. In contrast, a group of
distrustful individuals exhibited low levels of cooperation in the first-order dilemma but were more willing to cooperate in the creation of a sanctioning system. The existence of a sanctioning system led to cooperation rates in the end
that were similar to those of the trusting individuals.
Why people might be willing to cooperate in a second-order dilemma is an
area ripe for research. Studies by Heckathorn (1996, 1989, 1988), Axelrod
(1986), and Yamagishi & Takahashi (1994) provide some initial investigations based on computer simulations that examine the effect of collective sanctioning, “hypocritical” sanctioning (i.e. sanctions by actors who defect in the
first-order dilemma), and the evolution of traits that encourage sanctioning.

CONCLUSIONS
The study of social dilemmas is the study of the tension between individual
and collective rationality. It is the study of tragic (deficient) equilibria caused
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by externalities, that is, uncompensated interdependencies. Social dilemmas
are also a sensitive research domain, in that a great many variables can affect
cooperation rates, and small changes in these variables can sometimes have
large effects (Ledyard 1995).

Studying Social Dilemmas
One of the great advantages of doing research in social dilemmas is that a wellspecified set of models exists that allows one to capture the key dynamics in a
simple and tractable way in the laboratory. This is also one of the downfalls of
research in the area—it is perhaps too easy to set up a social dilemma and vary
any one of an infinite number of variables rather than thinking strategically
about which situations and which parameters are most important. The Prisoner’s Dilemma Game in particular has served as a kind of readily available
thermometer of cooperation that can be stuck into any situation. There is nothing to keep a researcher from examining the effects of eye color or pounds of
meat consumed on cooperation rates, and some studies have come close to
such esoterica. As Messick & Brewer (1983, p. 40) warned us at the end of
their influential review, “There are more experiments that can be done than are
worth doing and it is as important as it is tricky to determine which are which.”
Current experimental work has introduced a number of important innovations in the design of studies. In particular, a number of researchers have increasingly relaxed the constrained designs of early work. One can now find research in which actors have the option of leaving the interaction, of choosing
new partners, and even of choosing the game structures (Kakiuchi & Yamagishi 1997). Other researchers have developed designs that highlight the importance of the group, examining the effects of inter-group competition or the
use of exclusion from the group (ostracism) as a sanction (Kerr 1997).
There are some chronic problems, however, in the manner in which experimental research is being conducted. Many experiments in this area have used
trivially small incentives. “It makes no sense,” said Orbell & Dawes (1981),
“to spend large amounts of money for summer salaries, secretaries, computer
terminals, and research assistants, and then motivate the subjects with microscopic amounts of money or course credits.” The generalizability of our results
is limited to the extent we use small incentives, and it is entirely possible that
many of the inconclusive or contradictory results that are reported in the literature are due in part to subjects being faced with outcomes that are trivial. It is
also the case that with few exceptions, most of these studies have involved
very small groups. Our results are thus limited again to the extent that a 10person group is defined as a “large” group.
Turning briefly to other methodologies, experimental work has been bolstered by studies based on computer simulations that allow one to investigate
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models involving very large groups, explore the logical terrain of one’s theories, study problems that do not lend themselves to analytical solutions, and
develop tenable models that can guide behavioral experiments (for recent collections, see Liebrand & Messick 1996, Axelrod 1997). Also important in recent years has been the emergence of a great many field studies based on the
logic of social dilemmas. These include many studies on resource management as well as fascinating accounts on such topics as the Sicilian Mafia
(Gambetta 1993) and a study of trespass disputes among ranchers in northern
California (Ellickson 1991). While one gives up the careful control of experimental work by moving into the field, one can examine situations involving
truly large groups and significant (even life-threatening) outcomes. I believe
the strongest work combines multiple methodologies. Yamagishi and his colleagues (Yamagishi et al 1994, Yamagishi & Takahashi 1994, Yamagishi &
Yamagishi 1994), for example, have combined simulations, survey research,
and experimental studies in their research on trust and social dilemmas. Ostrom and her colleagues (Ostrom et al 1994) also have a long history of using
multiple methods, combining field studies with experimental work.

Future Directions
In addition to the advances in research design and issues mentioned above, I
believe especially promising directions for research in the future include work
on the expectations and effects of generalized reciprocity within groups, the
transformation of incentive structures, and a greater focus on the Assurance
Game as a core model in understanding social dilemmas.
A great deal of attention has focused on how dilemmas might be structurally changed to reduce or eliminate the temptations to defect. But additional
studies on how the incentive structure in dilemmas can be transformed via motivational or strategic means are also crucial. We have seen that there appear to
be stable personality traits that result in distinct transformations of objective
payoffs, and work on group identity provides evidence of transformation of
payoffs depending on group membership. The robust effects of group identity
and the expectation of reciprocity imply that such issues as the construction of
group boundaries and the signaling of group membership will be of fundamental importance to the study of social dilemmas. Incentive structures can also be
transformed via strategic mechanisms such as the adoption of a Tit-for-Tat
strategy in a repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game.
It is noteworthy that the result of many of these transformations is the framing of the social dilemma as an Assurance Game. Working within an Assurance Game does not eliminate the challenge of cooperation, but it does change
our focus in many ways. Trustworthiness, trustfulness, and all those factors
that influence these concepts become even more important (cf Yamagishi &
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Yamagishi 1994). Further, because the key issue in these dilemmas is the assurance that others will cooperate, attempts to signal and advertise one’s commitment to cooperate will be critical. This might be as simple as a public
pledge to cooperate or an act that is more symbolic.21 In this sense, signs that
one is committed to a group or to a particular goal would be important in encouraging others to cooperate (e.g. wearing a crucifix, a lapel pin from a fraternal organization, gang colors, a union pin). More broadly, using the Assurance
Game as one’s model makes signaling and signal detection (or in the language
of social psychology, dramaturgy and attribution) centrally relevant to a study
of human cooperation.22
Transformations can also be important because they provide another potential path to solving social dilemmas. Rather than trying to solve the dilemma as
it exists, it may be easier to work to transform the dilemma to, e.g., an Assurance Game and then use another set of more viable strategies to encourage cooperation (Kollock 1998a, Yamagishi 1995). Bornstein et al’s (1990) research
in which an N-person Prisoner’s Dilemma Game is transformed into a Chicken
Game via inter-group competition is an example of such an approach.
Ideally, we should pursue experimental designs that permit large groups,
sizable incentives, and diverse populations. One possible approach to these
challenges is to move away from physical group laboratories to experimental
systems that are designed to make use of the many advantages of the Internet
(Macy et al 1997). An experimental system based on the World Wide Web
would make it much easier to run studies involving very large groups that are
composed of more than just college undergraduates. Such a Web-based lab
would also permit cross-national experiments, which would enable studies of
cross-cultural interactions. One could even make use of monetary exchange
rates in order to run experiments in countries where the incentives offered
would be truly significant.
Uniting all of these studies is a core set of social dilemmas that can be explicitly and precisely modeled. This core set of models can serve as a kind of
lingua franca for communication between disciplines. Researchers with very
different goals and methodologies can map the results of each other's work
onto their own through the use of these models. However, this potential is often not realized, and it is often the case that scholars in different disciplines remain unaware of each other’s work. One of the most important goals for future
work is for researchers to become more aware of related literatures in neigh21 21An excellent example of these processes is given by Fantasia (1988) in his case study of a
wildcat strike.
22 22Note that dramaturgical issues are very important in a Chicken Game as well as in an
Assurance Game, but for different reasons. In a Chicken Game one can try to convince the other
that one will certainly not cooperate in hopes of forcing the partner to do so.
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boring disciplines. In particular, I would encourage closer ties with experimental economists, who have produced a very useful body of work on social dilemmas (for a starting point, see Kagel & Roth 1995). We should work toward the
integration of these various research traditions and the future collaboration of
experimental social scientists across the disciplines of sociology, psychology,
economics, political science, and anthropology.
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